DigiRIT HRIT Receive System

- Low-cost replacement for DOMSAT Receive Systems
- Mounting options for various settings
- Rackmount receiver
- Compatible with OpenDCS
The XPress

• Fully integrated GOES DCS Data Collection Platform
  • GTX-2.0 GOES DCS Data Transmitter & Logger
  • UB6 Satellite Transmit Antenna
  • 5 Watt Solar Panel
  • GPS Antenna
  • Internal Battery Pack
  • Solar Regulator

• Quick installation
• Extremely cost-effective
• Mounting & Solar Panel options available
Long-Term Deployment

- Quick & easy set-up
- Cost-effective & versatile mounting options for various applications
- Replaces the need for gage houses and enclosures
Seasonal Deployment

- Monitor rivers impacted by snow melt in spring and early summer
- Change sensors and monitor drought and fire conditions in summer and fall
Rapid Deployment

- Additional monitoring in anticipation of extreme weather and flooding
- Post-flooding & post-wildfire monitoring
- Temporary replacement for destroyed DCPs after extreme weather
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